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Virtual Set 6 - Dang-Vu, Vincent

Senators are deploy +2. May lose 1 Force to cause a combat card to be lost. A. â€¢Civil Disorder (V). â€¢Civil Disorder (V). E F F E C T. âž…â€¢6. If your Lobot on Cloud ... 
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The SWCCG Player’s Committee presents



Virtual Set #6 To use these cards, simply print them out and cut out the area beneath the card title (not on the actual card), and place the cutout in a sleeve with the original card. We recommend using opaque sleeves for non-objective cards. If you use clear sleeves, the cutout must be attached to the original card using tape or some other adhesive so the cutout does not slide. The adhesive must not be visible and must not noticeably increase the thickness of the card. If it does, the tournament director may interpret it as cheating and may penalize you appropriately. DISCLAIMER: For best card size printing results, click on the print icon (or File, then Print) and uncheck all boxes under Copies and Adjustments, located on the right side. ICON KEYA (Immune to Alter.) C (Immune to Control.) S (Immune to Sense.) P X (Replaced the phrase “Adds X to power of anything he/she pilots” in the game text, unless otherwise specified, and is Access Denied (V)



•Civil Disorder (V)



EFFECT



Deploy on table. At Cloud City sites, Stunning Leader may not be played, and your Rebels of ability > 3 (that do not have a permanent weapon) are immune to attrition < 4. A Access Denied (V)



sy1



Imperial Atrocity (V)



EFFECT



IMMEDIATE EFFECT



Deploy on table. You may not play Rebel Barrier. Every time you initiate a battle, you may activate 1 Force and/or take the topmost character (that does not have a permanent weapon or maintenance cost) from your Lost Pile into hand. Senators are deploy +2. May lose 1 Force to cause a combat card to be lost. A



If you are about to lose Force during opponent's control phase, deploy on table to reduce that loss by 2. Whenever you are about to lose Force during opponent's control phase (except from a Force drain at a battleground) cumulatively reduce that Force loss by 1 (to a minimum of 1).



•Civil Disorder (V)
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•All My Urchins (V)



Computer Interface (V)



EFFECT



USED INTERRUPT



Deploy on table. While your only cards with ability on table are Cloud Cars, aliens, and Han (except Han, Chewie And The Falcon), once per turn, you may place your just forfeited card in your Used Pile.



If your Lobot on Cloud City, or your aliens occupy 3 Cloud City sites, look at the top 3 cards of your Reserve Deck. Take any or all of them into hand, and replace the others in any order.



•All My Urchins (V)
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•Beldon’s Eye (V)



•Beldon’s Eye (V)



POWER 1



3 5 sy7



Deploys free to Cloud City. You activate +1 Force for every Cloud City site you occupy. Your aliens deploy -1 and opponent's aliens deploy +1 to her location.
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•Courage Of A Skywalker (V)



Keep Your Eyes Open (V)



LOST INTERRUPT



USED INTERRUPT



•Courage Of A Skywalker (V)



Look at the top card of your Reserve Deck or Force Pile. You may put it back, or take it into hand.
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Keep Your Eyes Open (V)
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Bionic Hand (V)



•Down With The Emperor! (V)



•Leia Of Alderaan (V)



DEVICE



EFFECT



EFFECT



Deploy on Luke. Adds 2 to power and immunity to attrition. While in battle at a battleground, you may exchange one card from your hand with any interrupt in your Lost Pile. Lost if Disarmed.



Deploy on table. All immunity to attrition is canceled. You may not fire permanent weapons. Whenever a Dark Jedi is lost, or opponent loses a battle, opponent loses 1 Force. During your draw phase, use 3 Force or place this card in your Used Pile. A



Deploy on Leia. Your unique (•) Rebels are deploy -1 and add 1 to their immunity to attrition here. Dark side Republic characters are deploy +2 and forfeit -2. A



Bionic Hand (V)
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•Bright Hope (V)



•Down With The Emperor! (V)
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•Leia Of Alderaan (V)



•Hopping Mad (V)



ARMOR



4



HYPERSPEED 5



POWER 2



Deploy on non-Episode I Threepio. Once per turn, you may ▲How Did We Get Into This Mess?, Thank The Maker, We're Doomed, or Mantellian Savrip. Savrip may not be canceled while Threepio is present at a battleground site. You need only lose 3 Force to play Thank The Maker, and it is a Used Interrupt.



May add 2 pilots and 6 passengers. Deploys and moves like a starfighter. Permanent pilot provides ability of 2. Once per battle, while with another Rebel capital starship, may cancel a just drawn battle destiny.



•Bright Hope (V)
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Not endorsed or sponsored by LucasFilm Ltd.



•Hopping Mad (V)
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•Lobot (V)



EFFECT POWER 3



2 5



ABILITY 2



•Kebyc (V)



While Inner Strength not on table, during battle your Skywalker (except Shmi) may initiate a 'duel' against a Dark Jedi present. Both players draw two destiny and add ability. Higher total wins. Loser is lost.
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•Kebyc (V)



Computer Interface (V)



EFFECT Deploy on table. If Quiet Mining Colony or Independent Operation on table: Once per game you may simultaneously deploy a unique (•) Independent starfighter and/or unique (•) matching pilot from your hand and/or Reserve Deck for free. Whenever your Independent starfighter piloted by an alien is targeted by a starship weapon, subtract the ability of the alien from each weapon destiny. A



Imperial Atrocity (V)
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2 5



ABILITY 2



Deploy for free to Cloud City or any location with a scomp link. Once per battle, may ▼an alien (free if Lando) as a 'react'. Once per turn, may ▼Cyborg Construct on Lobot.



•Lobot (V)
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Virtual Set #6 •Weather Vane (V)



•Luke’s Blaster Pistol (V)



EFFECT



CHARACTER WEAPON



Deploy on Luke. Twice per battle, target a character (target loses immunity to attrition until end of turn) or vehicle (without armor) for free. Target hit and forfeit -3 if destiny +2 > defense value. Opponent may not move away from this location during battles. •Luke’s Blaster Pistol (V)
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•Princess Leia (V) POWER 3



3 7



ABILITY 4



FORCE-SENSITIVE



Once per turn, may ▼Leia's Blaster Rifle, Leia's Sporting Blaster, Leia Of Alderaan, or Reflection to her. Adds one battle destiny if with Han or Vader. May deploy or move as a ‘react’ to same site as any Imperial. Immune to attrition < 4.



•Princess Leia (V)
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EFFECT



Deploy on table. Holds one character at a time. Character here lost if new character arrives. Opponent activates no Force at your cloud sectors. Whenever a character is placed here, that character’s owner may draw 1 card from their Reserve Deck. During owner’s control phase, they must relocate character here to any unoccupied Cloud City site (place in Used Pile otherwise). A



•Weather Vane (V)
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USED INTERRUPT



USED: ▼any Han (except Han, Chewie And The Falcon). LOST: Deploy any Han (except Han, Chewie And The Falcon) from your Lost Pile.



Add two destiny to power only if your TIE is defending a battle alone at any cloud sector. OR In a battle where your TIE is piloted by a pilot character, opponent's starship without a pilot character aboard is power -3.



•We’ll Find Han (V)
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DEFENSIVE SHIELD



Deploy on table. If Hidden Base on table, once per turn, may deploy a system from under your Starting Effect. Once per game, may exchange hidden base indicator with a system under your Starting Effect. If Systems Will Slip Through Your Fingers on table, once per turn, your action which cancels a Force drain instead may reduce it to zero. (Immune to Boring Conversation Anyway.) A



Plays on table. During your turn, opponent loses 2 Force each time they exclude any character(s) from battle. At end of opponent's turn, if you control two battlegrounds (a site and a system), and your opponent deployed a card with ability this turn and did not battle, randomly select a card from your Lost Pile and then place it here or take it into hand. During your move phase, you may move X characters, starships, and vehicles for free to locations the opponent occupies, where X = the number of cards stacked here.



POWER 4



ARMOR



5



•Weapons Display (V)



•Atmospheric Assault (V)



•Redemption (V)
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POWER 4



sy24



4 7



ARMOR 5



•Boba Fett (V)
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•Wookiee Strangle (V)



•Boba Fett’s Blaster Rifle (V)



USED INTERRUPT



CHARACTER WEAPON



During your move phase, target opponent's character present with one of your Wookiees. Both players draw destiny. Add defense value and power, and then subtract destiny number of character involved. Target lost if Wookiee's total destiny +2 > target's total destiny.



Deploy on a Boba Fett without a maintenance cost. May target a character or vehicle at same or adjacent site. Draw destiny. Target captured (hit if a vehicle) if destiny +2 > defense value. Opponent may not move away from this location during battles. Once per turn, may ▼an Effect with "Jabba" or "bounty hunter" in lore or game text.



•Wookiee Strangle (V)
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•Boba Fett’s Blaster Rifle (V)



sy30



•Captain Bewil (V) POWER 2



EFFECT



Deploy on table. If You Can Profit By This or Or Be Destroyed on table, once per turn you may ▼any Artoo, Leia, Chewie, Lando, or Threepio. Once per game you may place this card out of play to take any character into hand from your Lost Pile. A



The Dark Side



1 4



Original concept by Brian Fred, 2002 DPC Chicago Runner-Up



•A Day Long Remembered (V)



LOST INTERRUPT



EFFECT



If your Lando and Lobot are defending in a battle, add two destiny to power only and one battle destiny. If this card is lost from your Reserve Deck, it satisfies an additional 2 Force lost.
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Not endorsed or sponsored by LucasFilm Ltd.



ABILITY 2



Once per control phase, may search your Force Pile and take one interrupt found there into hand; reshuffle. During your turn, opponent's characters may not move away from Bewil. Once on each of your turns, may ▼ Restricted Access.



•Captain Bewil (V)
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•Surreptitious Glance (V)



•Surreptitious Glance (V)



ABILITY 3



P 3. Once during your control phase, may ▲any card with 'Bounty' in title. Your cards with 'Bounty' in the title are immune to Aim High. May “fly” (landspeed = 3). Draws one battle destiny if unable to otherwise. Immune to attrition < 4.



•Seeking An Audience (V)



•Seeking An Audience (V)
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•Boba Fett (V)



HYPERSPEED 4



May add 4 pilots and 4 passengers. Permanent pilot provides ability of 2. Bacta Tank deploys here for free, and X on it is reduced by 2. [Ship-docking]
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USED OR LOST INTERRUPT



EFFECT



•Redemption (V)



•Ability, Ability, Ability (V)



•Atmospheric Assault (V)



•Weapons Display (V)



sy18



Deploy on table. You may not play Imperial Barrier. Every time you initiate a battle, you may activate 1 Force and/or take the topmost character (that does not have a permanent weapon or maintenance cost) from your Lost Pile into hand. Senators are deploy +2. May lose 1 Force to cause a combat card to be lost. A



•We’ll Find Han (V)



•Rebel Planners (V)



•Rebel Planners (V)



3 6



Ability, Ability, Ability (V)



•Despair (V) EFFECT



Deploy on table. All immunity to attrition is canceled. You may not fire permanent weapons. Whenever a Jedi is lost, or opponent loses a battle, opponent loses 1 Force. During your draw phase, lose 1 Force or place this card in your Used Pile. A •A Day Long Remembered (V)



sy31



sy26



Deploy on table. At the same site as Jabba’s Prize opponent’s deploy cost is +1, your Force drains are +2, and may not be canceled or modified. Opponent may not move during your turn while you have a frozen captive. My Favorite Decoration may not be placed out of play. A •Despair (V)
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Virtual Set #6 •E-3PO (V)



Imperial Propaganda (V)



•Special Delivery (V)



PROTOCOL DROID



IMMEDIATE EFFECT



EFFECT



E Chu Ta is destiny +3 when drawn for weapon or battle destiny. Cancels Threepio's text and text of cards on him at same location. Once per control phase, may ▲E Chu Ta.



If you are about to lose Force during opponent's control phase, play on table to reduce that loss by 2. Whenever you are about to lose Force during opponent's control phase (except from a Force drain at a battleground) cumulatively reduce that Force loss by 1 (to a minimum of 1).



Deploy on table. If opponent's just lost character is about to be placed anywhere (except opponent's Lost Pile), you may lose 1 Force to imprison that character in any prison or place that character in opponent's Used Pile. If Carbonite Chamber Console on table, once per turn you may use 1 Force to ▼any Effect. A



POWER 1



2 3



•E-3PO (V)
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Imperial Propaganda (V)



sy39



•Firepower (V)



•Jabba’s Influence (V)



DEFENSIVE SHIELD



EFFECT



Plays on table. During your turn, opponent loses 2 Force each time they move away from a location you occupy. At end of opponent's



•Firepower (V)
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POWER 4



•Jabba’s Influence (V)
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•The Emperor (V)



Deploy on table. Your gangsters are information brokers. Your aliens at Jabba's Palace sites are immune to creature attacks. Your bounty hunters (except Fett) are power +2. While Xizor on table, Scum And Villainy ignores Emperor Palpatine. If Jabba at Audience Chamber, once per turn may ▼any non-bounty hunter alien. A



turn, if you control two battlegrounds (a site and a system), and your opponent deployed a card with ability this turn and did not battle, randomly select a card from your Lost Pile and then place it here or take it into hand. During your move phase, you may move X characters, starships, and vehicles for free to locations the opponent occupies, where X = the number of cards stacked here.



•Special Delivery (V)
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5 9



ABILITY 7



DARK JEDI MASTER



May not deploy or move to a site opponent occupies (except the Galactic Senate). Once per turn, lose 1 Force (free, if in a battle) to target character at same site: character is defense value -4 until end of turn. OR Draw destiny. If destiny +1 > defense value, character lost. At opponent's senate, politics = 4 and game text may not be canceled.



Original concept by Mike Gemme, 2002 Origins Winner



•The Emperor (V)
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He’s All Yours, Bounty Hunter (V)



•Kuat Drive Yards (V)



•The Emperor’s Prize (V)



USED OR LOST INTERRUPT



EFFECT



UTINNI EFFECT



USED: Play during your move phase. For remainder of turn, your bounty hunters escorting a captive may move 2 additional times (for free, if escorting Han). LOST: If your bounty hunter fires a character weapon, add 2 to the weapon destiny draw. OR Adds 2 to your Carbon-Freezing destiny draw.



Deploy on table. Your unique (•) Imperial-class Star Destroyers are immune to attrition < 4, gain an additional permanent pilot of ability 2, and are deploy -1. Once per turn, you may use 2 Force to ▼one battleground system. Opponent loses no more than 2 Force to Fear Will Keep Them In Line. A



Deploy on Vader if Luke on table. While Vader is present at a battleground site, opponent loses 1 Force on each of their move phases. Canceled when Luke present or if Bring Him Before Me/Take Your Father's Place on table.



He’s All Yours, Bounty Hunter (V)
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•Kuat Drive Yards (V)



•I Am Your Father (V)



•Lando Calrissian (V) POWER 5



IMMEDIATE EFFECT



If Vader just won a battle or duel against Luke, deploy on table, and opponent loses 1 Force. Opponent loses 1 Force during each of your control phases if Vader present at a battleground site. Place this Effect in Used Pile if Vader lost from table. •I Am Your Father (V)
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2



ABILITY 3



•The Emperor’s Prize (V)



•Vader’s Bounty (V) EFFECT



FORCE-ATTUNED



P 3. Once per turn while at a battleground, may use 1 Force to add or subtract 1 from any destiny draw. Once per turn may ▲ A Real Hero.



Deploy on table. If Boba Fett with destiny < 3 and Vader are in a battle together, neither may be excluded or lost until the battle is over. Slave I is destiny +2 when drawn for weapon or battle destiny. Lose this card to add 3 to Fett’s weapon destiny total.



7 •Lando Calrissian (V)
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•Vader’s Bounty (V)
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•I Had No Choice (V)



•Levitation Attack (V)



•Weather Vane (V)



IMMEDIATE EFFECT



USED INTERRUPT



EFFECT



During any deploy phase, deploy on opponent's Lando with a maintenance cost. Lando’s game text is canceled. Once during each of your control phases, you may randomly retrieve one card from your Lost Pile.



Deploy up to two devices (for free) from your Starting Effect.



•I Had No Choice (V)
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Imperial Decree (V) EFFECT Deploy on table. While you occupy X battlegrounds, whenever you are about to lose Force (except from Force drains at a battleground, battle damage, or your card) you may reduce that loss by X to a minimum of 1 (may not be further reduced). At the beginning of your turn, you may lose 1 Force to activate based on opponent's Force icons rather than your own. A



Imperial Decree (V)
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Not endorsed or sponsored by LucasFilm Ltd.



•Levitation Attack (V)
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Deploy on table. Holds one character at a time. Character here lost if new character arrives. Your Force generation is +2 while Cloud City on table. Whenever a character is placed here, that character’s owner loses 1 Force. During owner’s control phase, they must relocate character here to any Cloud City site (character captured immediately if a bounty hunter on Cloud City). A



•Weather Vane (V)
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•Slip Sliding Away (V)



•We’re The Bait (V)



USED INTERRUPT



EFFECT



Cancels Path Of Least Resistance. S OR During your move phase, target opponent's character at an interior Cloud City site and draw destiny. If destiny > target's ability, move target to Weather Vane. OR Relocate your character at an interior Cloud City site to Weather Vane. •Slip Sliding Away (V)
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Deploy on table. While Vader present at a Cloud City battleground site, your Force drain and Force drain bonuses at that site may not be canceled. Once per game, you may use 1 Force to ▲one Effect with “Bespin" or "Cloud City" in the game text. Place this Effect in Used Pile if Luke, Leia, Han, or Chewie wins a battle on Cloud City. A



•We’re The Bait (V)
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Virtual Set 5-1.pub - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

â€¢Hiding In The Garbage (V). Deploy on table. Once per turn, you may deploy a character from your Lost Pile. Whenever you lose a character from table, place it ...
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Virtual Set 10 

MANEUVER 3. HYPERSPEED 4. May add 1 pilot or passenger. Permanent pilot aboard is â€¢Dutch, who provides ability of 2. Opponent must use 1 Force to draw ...
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Virtual Set 8 

â–½Passenger Deck, Jabba, or Pote aboard. May add 8 passengers. Your aliens deploy -1 aboard. Scum And. Villainy may deploy here. Immune to attrition while.
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Virtual Set 9 

Emperor here, once per turn you may shuffle opponent's. Reserve Deck. E F F E C T. âžˆâ€¢10. â€¢I Wonder Who ... Zane Thorp,. Original concept by. Brandon Schele,.
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Virtual Set 12 .fr 

... on the print icon (or File, then Print) and uncheck all boxes under Copies and Adjustments, located on .... If deploying to opponent's mobile site, deploys -2.
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Virtual Set 7 .fr 

Deploy on table. Once per turn, you may â–½Clak'dor VII,. Neb Dulo, or a musician. Your musicians are power and forfeit +1 for every other musician present at the ...
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Virtual Cards - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

To use these cards, simply print them out and cut out the area beneath the card title, and place the cutout in a sleeve with the original card. We recommend using ...
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Virtual Cards - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

Sep 20, 2002 - â€¢Leia (V). A. 2. 3. âž‚â€¢14. Opponent's game text on your non-docking bay. Yavin 4 sites is canceled. During your turn, may place in Used Pile to ...
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Virtual Cards - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

Sep 20, 2002 - Not endorsed or sponsored by Lucasfilm Ltd. 2002 SWCCG Player's Committee. The SWCCG Player's Committee presents. Virtual Cards.
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Virtual Cards - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

Sep 20, 2002 - The SWCCG Player's Committee presents. Virtual Cards. Virtual Set #3. Leia Seeker (V). â€¢Spice Mines of Kessel (V). Reactor Terminal (V).
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Virtual Cards - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

â€¢Jawa Pack (V). âž�â€¢38. Note: These cards ... card of your Reserve Deck to both players. May place revealed card on your Reserve Deck, Force. Pile, or Used Pile.
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Virtual Cards - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

Use 1 Force: (or retrieve from Lost Pile) Leia,. Leia's Blaster Rifle, or Leia's Sporting Blaster. OR Use 2 Force to add 2 to a Force drain where. Leia is present.
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Virtual Cards - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

Trash Compactor, Incinerator, Junkyard, or swamp. Into The Garbage Chute, Flyboy (V). âž�â€¢10. Cancel Watto's Chance Cube OR If one of your characters of ...
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Virtual Cards - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

Not endorsed or sponsored by Lucasfilm Ltd. 2002 SWCCG ... to the original card using tape or some other adhesive so the cutout does not slide. The adhesive must ... copies of that card are destiny -3. Grappling Hook (V). âž‚â€¢10. Deploy on table. O
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Virtual Set 14: Armed & Operational .fr 

â€¢Antilles Maneuver (V). If your corvette, cruiser, and frigate are in battle together, cancel an opponent's non- S Interrupt. OR. â–½ a frigate (deploys -2) to same ...
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Virtual Card Set #2 Rules Updates 

When your stackable weapon is lost, you may place it here. Only one card may be held here. During your Deploy Step, you may swap the card with one from ...
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Virtual Set 17: The Force Unleashed 

your Jedi and draws no more than two battle destiny at ... Complete, or a duel initiated during battle. ... For remainder of game, you may not deploy Affect Mind,.
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Virtual Cards #1 - Dang-Vu, Vincent 

May add 2 pilots or passengers. Once per control phase, may use 1 Force (free if Dutch aboard) to take the top or bottom card of your Force Pile into hand.
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Virtual Set 11 Premium Gold Edition 

â€¢PadmÃ© Naberrie (V). 1. During opponent's control phase, may use. 2 Force toâ–³one Leia or non-Jedi Luke. At end of opponent's turn, opponent loses 1 Force for.
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Virtual Card Set #1 (v1.1) Rules Updates 

your blue-dot construction color, you decide to use 4. "Trade Federation Tank: Assault Division" cards, and one "Trade Federation Tank: Assault Leader" (Wild.
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Virtual Set 13: Remote Outpost .fr 

If you use clear sleeves, the cutout must be attached to the original card using .... ID. A: IS. B TR. A. IN. IN. G A. C. A. D. E. MY. Imperial Council Members are ...
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Virtual Set 16: Revenge Of The Sith 

Blast The Door, Kid! (V). 09. Clone Trooper. 3. Agendas: ambition ..... Obi-wan and Plo are matching pilots and deploy -2 aboard. While a Jedi aboard, power +2.
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Virtual Set 15: Galactic Frontier .fr 

Virtual Set 15: Rebel Cell. LIGHT SIDE. 2. .... Force drains may not be modified by opponent's objective. . . EPISODE ..... â€¢Learn About The Force, Luke (V).
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Problem set 6 - Emmanuel Briand 

Apr 9, 2013 - Problem 1. Let G be a planar graph with e edges and v vertices. Consider any particular plane representation of G. Let c be the number of pairs ...
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